You have no plans to build extra primary schools and cannot gain sufficient information on practices outside Rippled Valley boundaries where availability may be possible.

There are no plans to redevelop or provide extra facilities at Chilnocks Hospital and you state the town's plan does not mean it will be developed.

To improve the economic climate and for successful implementation of your plans, you need access to these figures.

I firmly believe that Chilnocks should not be expected to build more than 25% of any new development plan. On this basis the town makes up 25% of the Rippled Valley population.

I send you this proposal as both the National Planning Policy Framework document and the Rippled Valley at the 1670 new houses proposed for Chilnocks will see 42% extra people. 2269 more cars. These figures have been calculated using previous figures in the Core Strategy, which are taken from the 2001 census.

I am writing to object to the proposed Core Strategy and Infrastructure Documents which are currently available for consultation.

Subject: OBJECTION TO CORE STRATEGY
Sent: Tuesday, 17 June 2012, 9:40
To: corestrategy@gov.uk; Chilnocks@ruralenviro.gov.uk

Forwarded Message

Regrets

acknowledge safe receipt

I have not received confirmation that you have received this response. Could you please

Subject: FW: OBJECTION TO CORE STRATEGY
Sent: 13 June 2012 09:49
To: corestrategy@gov.uk

From: Philipp Dagnall
The formal adoption of the Core Strategy

Submission of the Core Strategy to the Secretary of State for Independent Examination

Please also keep me informed on the following

The publication of the Inspector's report following the Examination

and sustainable

to achieve further infrastructure details are provided before the Core Strategy is passed as sound, compliant

in the National Planning Policy Framework and

Yes, I do wish to participate at the core examination to highlight direct to the Inspector that RWBC's

Regrets

The whole plan is immense and should not be submitted until more final detail can be provided to

as a sound plan to dramatically increase housing numbers via the Core Strategy.

approaches of the need to cater back to aspirations at later dates. This arrangement cannot be seen

Valley of 1,670 houses in Cheshmore. The Infrastructure document contains little more than hopes and

you cannot provide an adequate infrastructure plan to accommodate a 4,000 extra homes in the Ribble

can work. Now the Infrastructure document has been made available for the first time it is obvious

Many people, over previous consultation periods, have pointed out that without Infrastructure

providing the required services as they state that continued discussions are required.

You are unable to provide any guarantee that Limited Utilities can manage these extra houses by

about it.

acknowledged. Roodskill Swimming pool requires urgent maintenance but have no plans to do anything

these services as there are no plans to build an extra leisure centre. At the same time you

Your Infrastructure document refers to this feature to the possibility that school halls may provide

It is easy to assume that an extra 4,000 people will require leisure and fitness facilities.

those requiring secondary education to schools situated outside the Ribble Valley.

Under current ICC to determine if it is even possible to build new schools in the future. You point
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